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Abstract. It is proved that an analytic in a bounded region inhomogeneity can be uniquely 
recovered from the surface measurements of the acoustic field for a fixed position of the source 
and all frequencies. 
Introduction. 
Let 
evu := [v* + k* + k*V(Z)] U(Z!,k) = -6(Z) in R3, I = (~i,~&ts) (1) 
U satisfies the radiation condition, k = const > 0, (2) 
u = 0 outside V, a bounded domain with a C” boundary, V C R?, 
R~={+ER~,z~<O}. Suppose that 
v(z) is analytic in 5. (3) 
Actually any condition on v which implies that v(z) is uniquely determined in 2) if Dzv, 
m = 0,1,2 ,...) are known on P will be sufficient. Here D;v is m-th normal derivative 
of v at the boundary from V. Analyticity in 5 means that v(z) admits an extension as 
an analytic function to a domain ‘VI which contains V as a strictly inner subdomain, the 
overbar stands for completion. The solution to problem (l)-(2) is the acoustic pressure 
generated by a point source situated at the origin in the homogeneous medium with local 
inhomogeneity 27, I + v(z) = ce2 (I), where c(z) is the wave velocity. 
The inverse problem (IP) is: given u(z, k) for all k > 0 and all z E Q where R is an 
arbilraq small open set on the plane P := (2 1 x3 = 0}, find W(Z). 
The result of this paper is the uniquenes theorem: 
THEOREM 1. The IP has at most one solution if (3) holds. 
In the literature there is one result on the uniqueness of the solution to IP: it is proved 
in [l] that uniqueness holds if e = 0 in 2) for some j, 1 5 j 5 3, and v E H’(V), where 
H’(V) is the Sobolev space. In [l{it is proved that if the data u(z, k), t E Cl C P are known, 
then the data u(z, k), t E P are uniquely determined. This allows one to assume that the 
data are given on all of P. In [3] uniqueness theorems are proved for the data given on P 
for low frequencies and all positions of the source and receiver. In [4]-[S] inverse problems 
with fixed frequency data are studied. In the next section we prove Theorem 1. 
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PROOF: 
The proof follows the ideas of [l]. The new ingredient is an orthogonality relation for 
Pp(z), p(z) := Q(Z) -Q(Z), for any multiindex cr. This relation implies that D;p(r) = 0 
on I for all m = 0, 1,2.. . . This and (3) imply that p(z) = 0. Here VI(Z) and 02(z) are two 
functions which produce the same surface data u(t, k) for all k > 0 and all I E P. 
The two basic steps of the proof are: 
1) derivation of the orthogonality condition 
(4) 
where Ni(&,) := (4 : &,# = 0 in Vi}, and Vi > V is a domain to which vi(t) admits 
an analytic extension, and w = ui - ~2, 
and 
2) derivation of the equations 
Dzp=O onr, m=0,1,2 . . . . (5) 
Step 1. Assume that ~1 and v2 produce the same surface data u(z,k), x E P, k > 0. Let 
w := ui - 212. Apply the operator Da to equations (1) with v = v1 and v = v2 and subtract 
p-1 +-2+-s 
the resulting equations, Da := azT,otPagzps, differentiation is understood in the sense of 
the theory of distributions. The result %s 
s 
e,Daw = k2Da Cp(2)212] - k2DQ(vlw) + k2v1Daw in R3. (6) 
It is proved in [l] that w = 0 outside V. (This follows from the fact that w solves the 
problem low = 0 in RT, w = 0 on P, w satisfies the radiation condition. This problem 
has at most one solution, so w = 0 in R$, and, by the unique continuation property for 
solutions to Helmholtz’s equ%:lon, w = 0 outside V.) Multiply (6) by an arbitrary solution 
4 to the equation eid := &,,(;, = 0 in Vi > V, where Vi is the domain to which v1 admits 
an analytic continuation, integrate over Vi and then by parts. 
Since Dflw = 0 outside 2, for all ,0, the boundary terms vanish, and since ei# = 0 in Vi , 
the volume integral vanishes on the left hand side. One obtains (4). 
Step 2. Choose 4 to be the solution to the equation 
lid = -a(~ - .z) in R3, z $!V, 4 satisfies (2). (7) 
In (7) we assume that vi is extended analytically to Vi > ‘LJ, and then set to be zero outside 
of Vi. This allows one to consider the integral in (4) as the result of action of the distribution 
in brackets with support in V on a Cm(V) function d(z). Actually d(z) is analytic in V. 
It is proved in [l] that 
ua(t, h) = (47rjzl)” + ih(4*)-’ + 0(h2), D”w = O(k’), m = 0, 1,2.. . , as /,Y + 0 (8) 
4(z, a) = (4r]t - 21)-i + iQ47+-’ -I- O(P) as /z 4 0. (9) 
Substitute (8) and (9) in (4), use Leibniz’s formula, and equate coefficients in front of Ice 
and k to get 
0 = J bl! P Iz - 21-l c mDmpD’(lrl-‘)dr, Vz fi!V m+f=lol ’ * 
and 
o= C $DmpP(l~l--~)+ fi 
m+klol * ’ 
(10) 
(11) 
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Note that the integrals in (lo), (11) are taken over V (rather than Di) since p(z) vanishes 
outside D. Take 1.~1 -c co in (9) to get 
o= JC v $D"pn' (1x1-l) dx. m+f=lal . (12) 
From (12) and (11) it follows that 
J If - 4 -lDOp(x)dx =o vr$zv. (13) v 
It is proved in [l] that (13) implies 
J h(~)D“p(~)dx = 0 Vh E 7f := {h : V2h = 0 in 2)). v (14) 
As in [l], equation (14) implies (5). From (5) and (3) it follows that p(z) = 0 in V, so 
%(Z) = 212(x) in V. Theorem 1 is proved. 
For convenience of the reader let us repeat the argument from [l] which shows that (14) 
implies (5). Take ]a] = 0 in (14). Then &, h(x)p(x)dx = 0 ‘?h E 3-1. If h E 7-t then 
dh/axj E 71 Thus, using (14) with ICY] = 1 one obtains 
o= J v pah/axjdx = LphNjds- Lhaplaxjdx= lPhN,ds. (15) 
Choose h such that h = FNj on I, where the bar stands for complex conjugate. This is 
possible since the Dirichlet problem for the Laplace equation in 2) is (uniquely) solvable. 
Then (15) yields 
0 = r ]p12Nj2ds i = 1,2,3. J 
It follows from (16) that p = 0 on I’ so (5) holds with m = 0. Similar argument shows that 
(14) implies (5) for all m = 0, 1,2,. . . . 
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